regarded as the reflection of the dynamic balance between two forces, swelling and antiswelling (2) . This simple model has some similarities to that for drug distribution kinetics (3) , and shows fairly good fitness to some types of experimental edema. The hypotheses involved are : 1) the swelling force be an exponential function of time, y+= Ce At, and 2) the antiswelling force be linearly proportional to the increased volume The average values of 4 rats with standard deviations are given in the talbe which also includes the calculated values of peak time Tm and peak size Ym.
It will be seen that the value of C is largely reduced and A increased by pretreatment with BOL 148, whereas the value of B is reduced. This fact indicates that the sweelling force Cent is affected by the anta gonist in the direction of depressing the edema. Similar patterns of the change in three constants have been noted in other cases of inciter-antagonist combination. In other words, many anti-inflammatory agents are likely to exert seemingly potent effect in depressing the experimental edema only if given at an adequate time prior to the inciter injection. They are protective rather than curative in this sense. Further study is underway.
